this construction is applicable to all nonminimal prime z-filters with an immediate successor, and the condition for minimality is also necessary; whether these statements are true in more general spaces is left open.
We have no corresponding results in the case of a prime z-filter without an immediate successor. Examples are provided to show that this case can be very complicated-one of them answers affirmatively the question of Gillman and Jerison on the existence of a prime z-filter that has no immediate successor and is not the intersection of a countable family of larger z-filters [2, p. 425].
Most of the requisite background material may be found in the paper [2] and book [3] of Gillman and Jerison. In addition, the reader should be familiar with the main ideas of [5] and with the space defined in [4, 4.2] .
The notation and terminology used in the paper generally coincide with that of [3].
1. Prime z-filters with an immediate successor. At first glance, it may seem that the construction given in [2, Theorem 3.5] completely solves the problem of finding a prime z-filter contained properly in a given one. However, the following simple example shows that this is not the case. Let £ be the space introduced in [1, 8.5 ]; £ consists of a denumerable discrete space N together with one point e e ßN -N, called the jß-point. Let % be the free ultrafilter corresponding to e. To each isolated point of one copy Ey of £, we attach another copy E2 of £ by identifying the jß-point of E2 with the isolated point. The resulting space is denoted by E(2). Let 0* be the prime z-filter of zero-sets on £(2) that contain a set in the ultrafilter % on £t -{e}. Suppose one tried to construct a prime z-filter 2. as in [2, 3 .5] so that 3? is the immediate successor of J; one would, of course, pick AeSP (for instance, A = £,). Now unless Jt were chosen judiciously, the prime z-filter J obtained would not be contained in 3P; Ü might have sets disjoint from certain sets in 3P that are subsets of A.
It is desirable to have a method that always yields a suitable J. The technique employed in [2, Example 4 .3], although on a special space, indicates the correct direction in which to proceed. We now give a general construction that serves our purposes. In order to include the case of a z-ultrafilter, it is convenient to use the convention that a z-ultrafilter on a space X has an immediate successor, namely, Z(X). Theorem 1. Let 0> and £% be prime z-filters on the space X, with 31 the immediate successor of 0> (possibly SU = Z(X)); assume there exist AeSt -&> and Be0>, with A <zz B, such that cl(»(_A) (X -B) meets every set of'3P on X -A. Let S? denote the trace of'01 on X -A; ¡T, the collection of all zero-set neighborhoods in X -A of sets in £f; ^i, any z-ultrafilter on X -B containing the trace of ^ on X -B; and St, {ZeZ(X):Z -Bef}.
Then J is a prime z-filter on X contained properly in 0>. [November Proof. First we show that ST is a base for a z-filter on X -A. Since A$0>, we have 0$£f, whence 0$&~. If Zx and Z2 belong to 9~, then there exist Wy and W2 in á9 such that Z¡ is a zero-set neighborhood of W¡ -A (i = 1, 2). Now Zx n Z2 is a zero-set, and the interior of Zy O Z2 is the intersection of the interiors of Zy and Z2. Hence Zx O Z2 is a zero-set neighborhood of the set (Wy -A) D (iy2 -/I) = (Wi O lf2) -A in ^; so ZxC\Z2e ST.
For each Zea? vie can find a point xe(Z -A) C\c\iX-A)(X -B), so that every neighborhood of x meets X -B, whence a fortiori every zero-set neighborhood of Z -A meets X -B; thus every set in i7~ meets X -B. It follows immediately that the trace of 3~ on X -B is also a base for a z-filter, so that there actually is at least one z-ultrafilter 4>/ containing it. Finally, it is easy to verify that Ü is a prime z-filter on X (cf. [3, 4.12]).
We wish to show that 2. cz 0>. Let Z e J2, and suppose that Z £ 0>. Then 0> U {Z} generates a z-filter that contains á9 properly, and thus contains 0t, and hence in particular the set A. So there exists aZ'e8P such that Z'nZc/1. Since Z -A and Z' -A are disjoint, they are completely separated in .X -A; thus, there exists a zero-set neighborhood W of Z' -.4 disjoint from Z -A, and hence from Z-B. Now Z' e^>, so Z' -.4eSf and We .r. Also Z -Beúll because Zei. On the other hand, W -B, which is in °ll, is disjoint from Z -B. This is impossible ; therefore 2, cz gt>. Because B e & -â, the inclusion is proper. Remark 1. In case a2 is a z-ultrafilter, one may as well always choose A to be empty; if the hypothesis in the theorem is satisfied at all, it will be satisfied in this case. Thus the condition reduces to: There exists BeSP such that cl^LY -B) meets every set of 0*. Remark 2. As a special case of the hypothesis that is simpler and more natural, one can require that B -Abe nowhere dense in X -A. However, this misses some familiar examples. For instance, the theorem is applicable in case X is the one-point compactification of an uncountable discrete space and 0 is the z-ultrafilter converging to the nonisolated point; one can choose B to be any set in a"> with infinite complement. But there is no way of picking B so that B -A is nowhere dense in X -A (even for nonempty A), since B -A must contain an isolated point.
A sufficient condition will now be given for a prime z-filter with an immediate successor to be minimal. We have succeeded in proving the necessity of the condition for completely normal spaces; it follows from the sufficiency and the proof of the necessity that the construction of Theorem 1 can be applied in a completely normal space to any nonminimal prime z-filter with an immediate successor. Although the status of the necessity and of the construction of Theorem 1 is not settled for other spaces, note that it is the more common spaces, such as metric spaces, whose prime z-filters have generally been the least understood.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. Let 0 and Oft, be prime z-filters on X, with 0t the immediate successor of 3?. Then 0 is a minimal prime z-filter if for every Ae0! -0, the following condition is satisfied:
For each Be0 with A c B, there exist Ze0 and a cozero-set C on ' X such that Z-AczC-AezzB-A.
When X is completely normal, and 0* is minimal, then the condition is satisfied for every A e 0¿ -0.
Proof. Assume first that X is completely normal, and that condition (*) is not satisfied for some AeSk -0. For convenience, we set ß(X -A) = T. By the remark following 3.1 in [2] , every cozero-set on X -A is a cozero-set on X. Thus, there exists Be0 such that for each Ze0, clT(B -A) is not a neighborhood of clT(Z -A) [3, 7.14]; so clr(Z -A) meets clr(T-clr(ß -A)). Since X -A is normal, disjoint closed sets have disjoint closures in T. But clr(ci(Jf_i4)(X-.B)) U clr(ß -A)=T, so Z -A meets c\(X-A)(X -E). It follows from Theorem 1 that 0 is not minimal.
,, Now assume that condition (*) is satisfied for every Ae0t -0, and let #" be a z-filter contained properly in 0. Choose a fixed B e 0 -2F, and A <zz B with Ae0 -0. Let Z and C be as in condition (*), and set Z' = X -C. Then 
Corollary.
If for every Ae0t, P-A is open in X -A, for each P in a base for 0, then 0 is minimal.
Proof. For every A e0t, there is a Pe0 corresponding to each Be0 such that P <= B and P -Ais open in X -A (and hence is a cozero-set in X -A). Thus, condition (*) is satisfied.
As an example of how the corollary may be applied, let X be the Tychonoff plank, 0t the z-ultrafilter Z[M(û" a">)], and 0 any prime z-filter contained properly in 01. It follows immediately from the corollary that 0 is minimal (cf.
[3, 14H]).
2. Prime z-filters without an immediate successor. This section has three purposes: (1) To indicate by two examples a difficulty encountered in seeking theorems analogous to those in §1 for the case of prime z-filters without an immediate successor (Examples 1 and 3); (2) to clarify the example first given in [4, 4.2] , which as pointed out in the review ofthat paper, and in [2] , is erroneous (Examples 1 and 2); (3) to answer a question of Gillman and Jerison-they present an example [2, 4 .3] of a decreasing co-sequence of prime z-filters, and ask, in [November effect, whether there exists a decreasing sequence with no countable coinitial subset. We give here an example of such a sequence (Example 4). Since the algebraic problem studied in [2] was not solved for a sequence of this type, its existence shows that the problem really has not been settled completely.
The following fact will be utilized several times in this section [3, 14F.1]:A z-filter SF is prime if and only if there exists an ultrafilter f such that the family of zero-sets in V is precisely JÂ nother useful result is the following. In the rest of the paper, the symbol °U will be reserved for the free ultrafilter corresponding to the ß-point e in the space E used in the example preceding Theorem 1. We recall the definition of the space £(<o)of [4, 4.2] : Starting with one copy Ex of E, we attach to each isolated point of Ex another copy E2 of E by identifying the /?-point of E2 with the isolated point. We now attach to each of the isolated points in the adjoined spaces still another copy of the space E, and repeat this process a countably infinite number of times. The spaces added at the (n -l)st stage are denoted generically by E". The /?-point of f^ is still denoted by e. A basic neighborhood of e is the union of a neighborhood of e in Ex with neighborhoods of the /?-points in the spaces E2 which lie in this neighborhood, and so on, through all the spaces E", for all n. The basic neighborhoods of any other point are defined in a similar manner. It is easy to see that the basic neighborhoods described are open-and-closed (and hence zero-set) neighborhoods; from this it follows immediately that £(0>) is a completely regular space.
Let E* be the generic symbol for the set of all points in E" other than the /?-point. In Example 1, we shall require the following special definition and proposition about zero-sets containing e.
Given ZeZ [Mc], we let H(Z) be the set containing Z such that H(Z) C\E* = E* whenever ZnE*e%, and H(Z) n E* = Z n Et whenever Zr\E*i^i. It is easy to see that H(Z) is a closed set ; since £(t0) is a countable normal space, H(Z) is therefore a zero-set. We shall say that Z is full in case H(Z) = Z. Clearly H(H(Z)) = H(Z). Thus, the full sets are precisely those of the form H(Z). Proof. Trivially, Ze& implies that 7T(Z) e &'. Now assume that H(Z) e&, and construct a set W as follows : Start with Z, and add a deleted basic neighborhood, disjoint from Z, of each point of Zn Ey such that for the £2 attached to it, Z n E*$ °U; treat each £2 such that Z n £| e ^ in the way that £t just was, and so on, for all n. Then W is the union of a basic neighborhood N of e and (£(■»)_ jV)nZ; since N is open-and-closed, WeZ(E(a)). Also, because WdW, we have WeZ[OA, whence We J5". Furthermore, //(Z)nlF=Z; because if Zr\E*ne%, then Z n£* = IFn£* e £* = H(Z) HE*, while if ZnE^t, then H(Z) n £* = Z n £* c W n £*. Hence Zef.
It will be convenient to "coordinatize" the space £(l0). The set £(0>) can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the set of all co-tuples of non-negative integers that have a finite number of nonzero coordinates, which are consecutive and begin with the Oth A nonminimal prime z-filter that is the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence. The co-sequence of prime z-filters defined here will be referred to repeatedly in the rest of the paper. Let ÚS0 consist of the zero-set {e}, and for each positive n < co, let 0tn be the collection of all zero-sets that are the intersection of a basic neighborhood of e in £<co) and the union of all the £fc's with k _: n; then 36n has the finite intersection property, and thus generates a z-filter !?'". (Note that ^0 = Zl^M,,].) Since !F" contains the prime z-filter Z[0e], it is prime [3, 2.9] ; however, for n > 0, we wish to give an independent proof here that will serve as a model for other proofs. Applying Proposition 1 inductively, we find that for each n > 0, the trace of the family of neighborhoods of e on the union of all the £*'s is an ultrafilter irn on that set. As is easily seen, irn generates an ultrafilter Wn on £t<0). Now iTn nZ(£(to)) is the z-filter of zero-sets on £(<u) that contain a set in y"; so ®n generates iTn nZ(£(i0)). Thus, we have \Wn nZ(£<<0)) = SFn. Therefore !FU is prime. (A direct proof that Z[Oe] is prime can also be obtained by use of the ultrafilters "Tn. It suffices to show that if Z and Z' are zero-sets such that ZC\Z' = £(t0)and Z$Z\Of\, then Z' eZ[Oe~\ [3, 2E], Observe that Z' contains the closure of the open set £(<0)-Z. If for each n > 0, the intersection of the union of all the £*'s with Z is in "Tn, then it can be deduced from the assumption Z£Z\Of\ that Z' contains a set in the ultrafilter % on E*; from this and the other information available, it is easy to see that Z' eZ[Of\. On the other hand, if for some n, the intersection of the union of all the£*'swithZis not in ~Vn, the fact that fru is an ultrafilter yields the desired conclusion.)
Since the z-filter generated by each Mn contains &n+ y, the J^'s form a decreasing sequence. Thus, Ç\^" is the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence of prime z-filters, and hence is prime [3,14.2(a)]. The prime z-filter Z[Oj is containedproperly in P)^V Consider, for example, the full set A suchthat for each n^2, A Ç)E*-0 for those £*'s whose points have Oth coordinate 5¡ n -1, while AC)E* = E* otherwise. Clearly is the set A just defined.) Now let J5" be a prime z-filter contained properly in(~\gF n, and let Ze (')&"-&'. We shall show that the z-filter generated by J^ and {Z} is distinct from C\^n-By Proposition 2, we may assume that Z is full. Define Tto be the set of/^-points in Z of £"'s such that Z C\ E* = £*. It is easy to see that T is a closed set in £<M), whence T is a zero-set. Furthermore, the fact that ZeH ¡Fn implies that Te C\ SF" as well. We claim that T does not belong to the z-filter generated by #" and {Z}. Indeed, it suffices to show that if F e ¿F has the property that for each n, the intersection of F and the union of all the £t's with k ^ n is in á?", then £ n Z d: T. For any n, either £ O E* e °U or £ O £* =0; and since Z is full, either Zr\E*^a¿¿ or Z n £"* = £"*. Now £e#" implies that £ meets £(w) -Z, since Z$ ¿F. Thus, for at least one integer n, F meets some £* such that Z nE*$°U; let m be the smallest such integer. Then for some £*, we have £ n £* e °ll and Z nE*<£ W. Suppose that for all such £*, the /?-point of £m did not belong to Z. Then, for any £m_t to which such £m's are attached, we should have Z CiE^y^^tl, since Z is full; but also £ n£^_, #0, because of the restriction on £. This contradicts the choice of m. Thus, for some Em such that Z n £*£°1¿ and £ O £*€■?/, the p°-point p belongs to Z. Hence peF C\Z, but pi T; so £ n Z d: T, as required. This shows that Ç) !Fn has no immediate predecessor.
Since O !Fn is a nonminimal prime z-filter, the question arises whether the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence of prime z-filters can be minimal, or more strongly, of the form Z[Op~\. (By [2,4.2] , the latter is equivalent to asking whether there is a space that provides the illustration that was supposed to have been provided by £(<o), that is, whether there is a /?£-point p such that the positive cone of C\Op has a countable coinitial subset.) The next example shows that the answer to even the stronger question is in the affirmative.
Example 2. A minimal prime z-filter of the form Z[Op~\ that is the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence. We define a space S with the same underlying set as E(a). A base @ for the neighborhood system of e will consist of the sets of the form [Jb", Bne @S", where for each n > 0, the intersection of Bn+l and the union of all Eks with fc ^ « is a subset of B"; every other point of S will be isolated. Each set in 0t is open-and-closed ; hence S is a completely regular space. We note that although S has a stronger topology than the extremally disconnected space £<m), it is not extremally disconnected; £t -{e}, for example, is an open set in S whose closure Ey is not open in S.
Let <&n denote the z-filter on S generated by !&n. Then the collection of 0n's is a chain of z-filters, and the argument used to show that the z-filters J»r" of Example 1 are prime shows that the rSfs are prime. In Example 1, we exhibited a nonminimal prime z-filter that is the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence, and has no immediate predecessor. Example 3 shows that this is not characteristic of nonminimal prime z-filters that are the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence. This indicates that it may be difficult to find general results even about the intersection of an co-sequence. Before giving the example, we prove a result that provides the key to finding a prime z-filter smaller than one that has no immediate successor, in certain very special circumstances.
Proposition 3. Let Y be a metric space, and let ¡F be a prime z-filter on some zero-set T cz Y. Assume that there exists a disjoint family of relatively openand-closed subsets of Y -T such that for each peT, there is exactly one set Ap in the family that has p as its unique limit point in T, and Y-T= [^JpeT^p-Let au'p be a prime z-filter on Ap converging to p, let ~f" be an ultrafilter on T containing 3F such that 3F is the family of zero-sets belonging to "f ', and let 10 be the collection of all closed sets containing a set of the form F U \y_)pcvUp, where F e 3F ,Ve ir, V<zzFand Up e °l/p. Then rS is a prime z-filter on Y contained properly in the z-filter on Y generated by J*".
Proof. It is easy to see that each set in the collection used to define 9 is closed, and hence belongs to S?. The verification that ^ is a z-filter is routine. Now suppose that Z \J Z' e($, where Z and Z' are zero-sets; then ZuZ' contains a set of the form £u \JpFvUp, where Fei«", VetT, Fez F and Upe%p. For each pe V, iZ u Z') n Ap => Upe°llp, whence Z C\Ape<}iip or Z' C\ Ape^p. Let W={peT:ZnApe®p}, and W' = {peT:Z' f\ApG%).
Then WuW'=V, so either W e-f or We-f. Because ZnTzz^W and Z' n Tzd W', it follows that either Zef or Z' e<8. Since T i 'S, <S is contained properly in the z-filter on Y generated by 3P'. [November Example 3. A prime z-filter that is an immediate predecessor of the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence. We first define a space with the same underlying set as £(w), by replacing sets in *% by complements of finite sets in the definition of basic neighborhood. Attach to each point of this space a copy of the one-point compactification of the integers, by identifying the point with the limit point in the one-point compactification. Call the resulting space W. Basic neighborhoods are open-and-closed, so W is a completely regular space. Note that as a set, W can be viewed as the set of all (co + l)-tuples of non-negative integers that have a finite number of nonzero coordinates, consisting at most of a consecutive set beginning with the Oth, together with the coth. For any xeW, we denote the ccth coordinate of x by xa. Let T = {x e W : xra = 0} ; there is a natural one-to-one correspondence from E(<0) onto T, defined by For all n, let <€n denote the image in T under this correspondence of the collection ¡M" of subsets of £t<0)introduced in Example 1, define Jfn to be the z-filter on W generated by ^", and set 0> = Ç\ $?". The proof that each #?" is prime is analogous to the proof that J* " in Example 1 is prime (where Vn is interpreted as the image of the ultrafilter used before). The ^"'s form a chain of prime z-filters, whence 0* is a prime z-filter on W that is the intersection of a decreasing co-sequence. We can now obtain a prime z-filter on W that is contained properly in 3P, but is not generated by the image of any prime z-filter on £(<0) containing Z[OJ.
In the notation of Proposition 3, for each p e T, we set Ap = {x e W : x" = p" for n < co and xra > 0}. Choose J5" to be p| J*", where !FK is the trace of 3tfn on T, and each allp to be the free ultrafilter <% on Ap; then define 'S as in Proposition 3. It follows from the proposition that 'S is a prime z-filter contained properly in &. Since T $&, there cannot be a prime z-filter on £ ('u) containing Z[OJ whose image generates 'S. Furthermore, by [2, 3.6] and Proposition 1, 3P is the immediate successor of 'S.
The construction given in Example 3 may also be carried out in the space R of real numbers (cf. [5] , where the error inherited from [4, 4.2] is, of course, to be corrected also). First note that we can realize a copy of the space Win R by choosing sequences to correspond to the £*'s that are contained in intervals of length 1 / 3 of the distance between consecutive points of any sequence corresponding to an £*_!, coming in to the limit point from the left. Since Z"l/3" = 1/2, there is an interval on the right of each point from which a new sequence may be selected. Attaching the new sequences, we have a copy of W, and the prime zfilters given in Example 3 may be carried over to R to give bases for prime zfilters having the same inclusion properties.
We are now ready to give an example of a decreasing sequence of prime zfilters with no countable coinitial subset. The construction is an extension of the one used in Example 3. Example 4. A decreasing coy-sequence of prime z-filters. The underlying set of the space X to be considered consists of all cOi-tuples of non-negative integers that have only a finite number of nonzero coordinates, and such that for each ordinal a with no immediate predecessor, the nonzero coordinates indexed by the co-sequence following a are consecutive and begin with the ath. For each a < eoy, the sequences of all points of X that have the same coordinates before the ath coordinate and zero coordinates after the ath will be denoted generically by Ca. A basic neighborhood of a point peX will now be defined. If p is the point with all coordinates equal to zero, set ß = -1 ; otherwise let ß be the index of the last nonzero coordinate of p. A basic neighborhood of p will be a certain type of subset of {xeX: xy = py for y z% ß}. There is a unique Cß+1 such that p is the point with iß + l)st coordinate equal to zero. We add all but a finite number of points of this Cß + y. Next, add all but a finite number of points from each of the Cß+2's that contain one of the previously selected points of Cß+l. Continue in this way for nonlimit ordinals. For a limit ordinal y, add all but a finite number of points of each Cy that contains a previously selected point. The set of all points thus obtained forms a basic neighborhood of p. Since each basic neighborhood is open-and-closed, X is a completely regular space.
We shall define inductively a decreasing conséquence of prime z-filters that converge to the point with all coordinates equal to zero. For n < eo, let 2¿¡n be the image under the natural mapping of £(<o) into X of the families 36n defined in Example 1, and let 0n be the z-filter generated by S>n. The proof that the 0"'s are a decreasing co-sequence of prime z-filters is analogous to the proof for the z-filters &" in Example 1 (where "Vn is interpreted as the image of the ultrafilter used before). Next, if a < cox is a limit ordinal, and a decreasing sequence of prime z-filters 0y, y <a, has been defined, we set 0X = Ç]y<a0y; then 0X is prime. Now let ß be an infinite nonlimit ordinal, and let W= {xeX:xy = 0 for y > ß}. We can write ß = a + n for some limit ordinal a and some finite ordinal n. Let T be the zero-set {x e W : xy = 0 for y = a}, and ÍF the trace of 0a on T; note that the induction hypothesis implies that !F is a prime z-filter on T. For each p 6 T, let °llp be the z-filter on {x e W : xy = py for y < a} generated by the collection of sets of the form {xeW:xy = pyfory < a and ixa,xa+y, ••■, *"+"_,, 0,0, ■■■)eDn},
where Dn is a set in the collection 3¡n defined earlier in the example. A proof that allp is prime may be given using the ideas of the proof in Example 1 that ¿Fn is prime. A base for the jSth z-filter 0ß will be defined as follows : Let 'f be any ultrafilter containing ¡F such that !F is the family of all zero-sets belonging to "f. A typical set in the base consists of all points in some set F e 3F, together with a set from each allp such that p is in a fixed set V c F of ir. It is easy to see that 0ß is a z-filter.To prove that it is prime, first let 'S denote the trace of 0ß on the metric subspace W of X, and observe that T is a zero-set in W. Applying Proposition 3 to the present ¡F and 'S, we conclude that CS is prime. Now if Z UZ'e0ß, where Z and Z' are zero-sets on X, then (Z\JZ')C\W e'S, so either Z f\W e'S or Z' C\We'S'. Hence either Ze^orZ'e 9>ß. Notice that 0a has a base consisting of subsets of T, so that J* generates 0a on X. Thus, from Proposition 3, we have 0ß c ^a. It follows that for each limit ordinal a, the family of z-filters 0x+n, n < co, is decreasing, provided one uses the same ultrafilter y for each n. Therefore the entire consequence of z-filters can be constructed so that it is decreasing.
Finally, to see that C\*<m¡0'!l has no immediate successor and is not the intersection of a countable number of larger prime z-filters, thereby providing an answer to the question of Gillman and Jerison, it suffices to recall that the set of all prime z-filters containing Ç\^<mi0>t[ is a chain [3, 14.8(a)].
